
Alternative fixed income asset classes and strategies

Content

Introduction

We start with basic definitions and the characteristics of asset classes and strategies to develop a common 

understanding of the subject. We use a modified version of Antti Ilmanen's Cube concept to discuss different 

perspectives on various fixed income and credit asset classes and strategies in a consistent manner. We also discuss 

other academic and practical models and guidelines that help investors to keep an overview in the alternative 

investment space.

Overview on various alternative asset class and strategies
We review a broad set of alternative asset classes in greater detail and compare them to each other on both a 
qualitative and a quantitative level. On the qualitative side we focus on the reasons why investors can expect a 
positive return and on the quantitative side we discuss past performance of several market indices for different 
alternative asset classes and strategies. Last but not least we discuss the economic rationale for potential investments 
today and our forward-looking expected risks and returns. In particular we focus on the following asset classes and 
strategies: 

− Senior secured loans

− Middle market direct lending

− Hybrid bonds and perpetuals

− Structured credit (CLOs)

− Trade Finance
− Hedge Fund strategies like

− Global macro with major focus on fixed income trades
− Long-short credit

− Market-neutral credit

− Insurance linked securities

However, extensive discussions of details in each single asset class and strategy are beyond the scope of this campus

course. The focus lies on a good top down overview paired with the most relevant bottom up investment considerations.

Discussion of the relative attractiveness

Most of the listed asset classes and strategies are presented by managers in the best possible light despite the fact 

that in today's low yield environment, nothing is really cheap anymore. Hence, the question of the relative 

attractiveness of different investments has become highly important. We introduce a simple but effective model to 

judge the relative attractiveness of fixed income and credit asset classes and strategies, based on loss rates, yields to 
maturity and corresponding margins of safety. 

Alternative asset class and strategies in a portfolio context

Last but not least we propose a definition and a model to distinguish traditional betas from alternative betas and from 

true alphas. This allows us among other things to judge how replicable an investment is and where a fair level for fees 

should be. Then we discuss another framework with linear, convergent and divergent investment approaches that 

allows us to classify alternative strategies in a straight-forward way helping us to identify true diversifiers in a global 

portfolio context. 

This curriculum is formed of 1 Country Campus: (1x 1/2 day), in Geneva or Zurich per separate invitation.
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Alternative fixed income asset classes and strategies

Purpose

The investment universe of fixed income asset classes 

and investment strategies has always been 

heterogeneous and has become even more interesting 

after the financial crisis. Over the last few years, the 

world of alternative fixed income and credit has grown 

significantly in diversity but also popularity. The main 

goal of the course is to introduce several of these asset 

classes and strategies in theory as well as in practice 

and with concrete trading examples for a broad range of 

managers.

Table of content

− Definitions and classifications

− Expected return perspectives using a modified

version of Ilmanen’s Cube

− Introduction and discussion of various alternative

fixed income and credit strategies. For every asset

class and strategy listed above we address:

− Theory and main ideas behind each asset

class and strategy

− Historical performance of asset classes and

strategies based on market indices

− Live examples for trades

− Special macro-economic considerations

− Relative attractiveness of asset classes

− Default rates, recovery rates and loss rates

− Margins of safety

− Alternatives in a portfolio context

− Differentiation between betas and alphas

− Linear, convergent and divergent strategies

− Correlations

Who should attend?
- Analysts

- Portfolio and relationship managers

- Asset managers (funds)

Language 
German 

Date
October 06, 2017 

Time
09:15 – 12:30 (including a 15 minutes break) 

Place
SIX Convention Point,

Pfingstweidstr. 110, 8005 Zürich

Seminar fees
SFAA members´attendance is free of charge. 

(Please refer to the Articles of Association, www.sfaa.ch) 

For non SFAA members the fee is CHF 325.– 

and includes documentation and refreshments.

Registration
Register online (www.azek.ch/campus).

Information
For more information please contact our secretariat: 

AZEK AG

Feldstrasse 80

8180 Bulach, Switzerland 

campus@azek.ch

T+41 44 872 35 35

F+41 44 872 35 32
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Speakers

Dr. Christoph Gort is a founding partner of SIGLO and leads the credit and private 

debt services. He started his career at the City of Zurich Pension Fund in 2003. As a 

member of the investment team he oversaw the investments in hedge funds, 

commodities, active equities and the currency overlay program. In 2008 he joined 

Harcourt Investment Consulting AG as a Fund of Hedge Funds Analyst and became 

Head of Fund of Hedge Funds Research in 2010. In that role Christoph advised Swiss 

pension funds as well as private banks on fund of hedge funds investments. Christoph 

holds an MBA in economics from the University of Berne and a PhD from the 

University of Zurich, specialising in Behavorial Finance. He published academic 

papers as well as articles and presentations on overconfidence, pension funds, 
alternative investments and active management.

Michael Dill joined SIGLO as Senior Analyst in 2016. He began his career in 2005 in the 

Alternative Investments department at Credit Suisse Asset Management in Zurich, 

where he joined the Fund of Hedge Fund group. Following a role as a Junior Product 

Specialist for alternative investments at CSAM, he became a hedge fund analyst in 

2007, covering fixed income relative value and structured credit strategies out of 

Zurich and London. During that time, Michael also had regular exposure to other 

alternatives strategies such as insurance-linked and convertible arbitrage. In addition 

he was co-managing a portfolio of fixed income dedicated hedge fund strategies for a 

UK pension fund. After moving back to Zurich in 2011 Michael joined Vontobel Asset 

Management AG as a Senior Hedge Fund Analyst where he was responsible for the 

Global Macro and Fixed Income hedge fund selection and research and a member of 

the Investment Committee. Michael holds a MSc in Business and Economics from 

University of Basel, with a Major in Finance, Controlling and Banking, Controlling and 

Banking.




